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SmartLine Transmitter
Tamper Reporting
SmartLine Transmitters deliver a new level of efficiency and

SmartLine Provides an Additional Protection Layer

safety throughout the plant lifecycle either when operating stand-

SmartLine Tamper Reporting can provide an additional layer of

alone or when integrated with a process control system. For

protection in the way of an alert. With the tamper reporting

example, SmartLine’s tamper reporting feature provides an

feature enabled operators can be advised of attempted or

additional layer of safety protection.

successfully completed configuration changes as well as any

Tamper Reporting
Overview
Security is an important issue for all industrial facilities. The
safeguarding of industrial facilities is closely related to their ability
to control their individual processes within safe limits. Key to

changes made to the SmartLine write protection jumper or
software setting. If a change is attempted or successfully
completed to an instrument with the Tamper Reporting feature
enabled, the operator will be alerted and take any necessary
actions to insure the process, the plant, and personnel as well as
the surrounding community are properly protected.

maintaining good process control is assuring that the individual

Tamper Reporting Logic

instruments are maintained with the proper configurations and

Figure 1 shows the logic via a truth table regarding how Tamper

that these configurations are not purposely or inadvertently

Reporting in combination with the traditional write protect feature

modified. The safety of the plant, the personnel and in many

is implemented and under what conditions an alert will be posted

cases the surrounding community is dependent on these

as well as whether or not the change will be allowed.

assurances.

SmartLine Tamper Reporting
In addition to a wide variety of diagnostic capabilities aimed at
ensuring safe operations, Honeywell SmartLine instruments now
offer an additional capability to help monitor instrument
configuration changes or attempted changes. SmartLine Tamper
Reporting actually monitors and provides warning on
configuration changes or attempted changes.
Most instruments today have a write protect feature which
disables the ability to make configuration changes on a field
device. These methods are typically enabled via device software,
hardware (jumper or switch) or in some cases a combination of
both. SmartLine transmitters employ both a hardware jumper and
software methods with the hardware (jumper) always taking
precedence to provide the highest level of protection against
inadvertent changes. Although these approaches are very good
at protecting against inadvertent changes, they provide little or no
protection against purposeful attempts at configuration changes.
A software setting or jumper setting may not be inadvertently
reset, but with little difficulty they can easily be purposely reset
thus permitting potentially unauthorized configuration changes.

Figure 1: Tamper Reporting Logic
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Review other SmartLine product and integration plant lifecycle savings opportunities, delivered through:
•

Modular Design

•

Advanced Display & HMI Technology

•

Maintenance Mode Indication

•

Transmitter Messaging

Startup & Commission

Project Planning

Reduce project startup time

Reduce initial costs and provide flexibility for
post-startup modifications

Transmitter messaging eliminates the need for two
people to perform point-to-point verification

Modularity lets you pay for only what you need
initially, and allows upgrades later

Polarity insensitivity eliminates startup
interruptions and rework due to polarity
conflicts

Plant
Lifecycle

Lower operating costs, avoid
unplanned downtime and
improve product quality
Modularity reduces spare parts inventory
and allows faster replacements
Advanced display aids troubleshooting with up
to 24-hour trend visibility
Diagnostic summary view provides early problem
detection**

Total performance improves product quality through
better control, faster response, and process static
pressure and temperature compensation

Modularity speeds repairs by avoiding
complete device replacement and associated
line breaks
Transmitter messaging and maintenance mode
indication helps avoid unit trips and provides additional
communication between operations and field techs*
Advanced display clearly provides diagnostic
information, PV views and trending
External configuration buttons provide complete field
device configuration without a handheld

Operations

Maintenance
** Available through Honeywell’s Field Device Manager

For More Information
Learn more about how Honeywell’s SmartLine
Pressure Transmitters deliver value across the
entire plant lifecycle, visit our website
www.honeywellprocess.com or contact your
Honeywell distributor or account manager.
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Lower total maintenance costs,
reduce repair time and
enhance safety
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